We present a system for rendering planar rigid-body motion by means of a redundant parallel mechanism. The device design, the control architecture and the passive virtual environment simulation are presented. The system is used to compare various virtual walls and f i ction models proposed for haptic applications. I n addition, the reset-integrator dry f i c t i o n model proposed by Haessig and Friedland [8] is implemented in a haptic interface for the first time.
Introduction
Haptic displays provide tactile and kinesthetic feedback to a user interacting with a virtual environment. Potential applications of these devices (CAD, medical, training, etc) require physically meaningful user interaction with a complex dynamic world. Such interaction poses challenges for both device and virtual world design. The device should have a large, isotropic workspace, high spatial acceleration and resolution, low inertia and friction. The simulation should be a real-time, passive, general-purpose, physics-based simulation. In conjunction, these characteristics ensure a high quality interface, decoupling of the device controller design from the simulation design, and flexibility of the virtual environment. There are few reports of rigid body interaction with virtual environments [4, 11. Most have discussed the hard realtime constraints that haptic applications impose on the virtual world. They met these constraints by interfacing the device with an impulse-based simulation. The appeal of this approach is that it does not require the modeling of constraints and it can be made passive. Its adaptation to haptic interaction, however, encounters difficulties in determining a valid impact state and in rendering friction. These difficulties arise because the impulse-based method does not allow body interpenetration, while the haptic simulation requires a fixed-step size integration routine and, therefore, cannot avoid it. To meet the haptic controller requirements, Berkelman et a1 [l] have chosen an architecture where the controller and the simulation run independently on separate processors. This alleviates the hard real time constraints on the simulation and forces the controller to interpolate simulation data. The price paid is a feeling of stickiness or sluggishness in the interaction [l]. Nevertheless, this implementation demonstrates the most complex rigid body interaction with a virtual world at the present time. In this paper, we present a haptic interface where the controller and the simulation run synchronously. The device has a large motion range and renders planar motion. The haptic update rates are accommodated by a general-purpose penalty-based simulation which uses passive numerical methods. The paper is organized as follows: the device design and the control architecture are overviewed first; the collision detection and the dynamic system implementation are discussed next; then, various virtual walls and dry friction models are surveyed and compared. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented.
Haptic Interface Design and Control Architecture
A virtual environment system serves as a test bed for the concepts presented in Section 4. It comprises a haptic interface, virtual slave and environment models, a controller that coordinates both force and position information between the haptic interface and the virtual environment, and a graphical display, as depicted in Figure 1 . The haptic interface has three degrees of freedom allowing for planar translation and unlimited rotation about a single axis. This is achieved by using a dual pan- Composed of four operating processes, the control architecture is responsible for communicating commands and feedback values with the virtual environment display, for executing the four-channel haptic controller and for computing the dynamic response of the slave device at a control loop sampling rate of 500Hz.
Collision Detection
The collision detection is the integration of several well-known algorithms and methodologies. It adopts a two-level architecture to limit computation time. The bounding box method and a fast distance computation algorithm are used to prune the objects that cannot possibly collide. The GOD-object model [19] is then adapted to handle volumetric contact. These components are discussed in detail below.
The Two-Level Architecture
The collision detection consists of two processes: the global proximity detection and the local contact detection. The global proximity detection identifies the objects that are close enough for collision and reports these potential collision pairs to the local contact detection process. The frequency of the local detection is that of the control loop. The frequency of the global detection is much lower, since it is computationally expensive to check every pair of virtual objects in every control loop. Moreover, the virtual world changes, in the global sense, less frequently.
Global Proximity Detection
This module uses the distance between a pair of objects to decide whether they are likely to collide. When this distance is smaller than a threshold, the pair is declared a potential collision pair and is reported to the local contact detection module. The proximity detection uses the constant complexity distance computation algorithm developed by Cameron [3], which also returns additional useful information, such as the closest features between two objects. Computational cost is further reduced by using the axis-aligned bounding box method to filter out pairs which cannot possibly collide [ 111.
Local Contact Detection
This process computes the closest features, the distance between the closest features, and the contact point of a potential collision pair reported by the global proximity detection. The closest features are a vertex and an edge from each object, respectively. Every pair is checked in each control loop. When the distance exceeds a threshold, the pair is discarded to reduce unnecessary workload. Since the objects are free to move, their closest features can change. Nevertheless, all polygons are convex, so their new closest features must be neighbors of the current ones. Moreover, at most two closest features exist for each pair of objects at any moment. The search for a new contact can be done in constant time.
In addition, we need the trajectory "history" to find the accurate contact point, as difficulties are reported when using only the closest features [19] . We resolve these problems by implementing a GOD-object [19] for each contact. The vertex-edge (VE) contact is the basic building block for the different types of contacts. A vertex-vertex contact is modeled as two VE contacts. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . As the upper body moves along the edge, a new VE contact occurs when the vertices are close to each other. This additional vertex penetration will generate a force in the simulator discussed in Section 4, but it is not noticeable because of its small magnitude. Similarly, edge-edge contacts are modeled by pairs of VE contacts. 
Dynamic System Implementation
The simulation receives the forces generated by the hand and the controller, computes the environment reaction forces and advances the state of the virtual object using a fixed step-size integration routine. In (2), p is the strain of the bond, K, is the spring rate, a is the "stiction gradient", SO is the sliding velocity, and / 3 is a damping coefficient. Thus, the contacting points on the two bodies are connected by a spring with a spring constant of (1 + a ) K , during sticking and K,. during sliding. When the strain exceeds a threshold po and it tends to increase further, the bodies slide over each other. Otherwise, they stick. The oscillations occurring when entering into the sticking mode are damped by the PSo term. Free motion passivity is ensured by using the passive numerical integrator discussed in [2] along each DOF.
Survey of Haptic Contact Models
The haptic interface presented above renders rigid body inertia and frictional contact. In the following, the con-tact model that we use is compared through simulations and experiments with other proposed models.
Virtual Walls
The simulation technique that we have adopted computes contact forces proportional to a constant contact stiffness. For haptics, this has two drawbacks: (i) it cannot render infinite stiffnesses; and (ii) its zero order hold ZOH implementation is active attached to an inertial block with Coulomb friction. As the contact force increases, the blocks start sliding and energy is lost to friction. Energy loss (hysteresis curve of the wall) is adjusted through block masses and coefficients of friction. Thus, wall passivity is guaranteed independent of other simulation parameters. For increased perceived stiffness, Salcudean and Vlaar [15] used a braking pulse upon wall penetration which resulted in higher damping on the wall surface, while Massie [12] introduced a term analogous to the integral action of a PID controller which increased wall stiffness during prolonged contact. Simulation results for a rectangular object pushed by a constant force into undamped walls are plotted in Figure 4 . The results show that the SEH marginally passivates a pure stiffness and it may or may not passivate a PI wall, depending on the choice of the integral component. Most effective in achieving contact stability, is the wall with pulse. The hysteretic wall can closely follow its performance by an appropriate choice of parameters.
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Experimental results obtained after implementing the walls on our haptic interface are plotted in Figures 5-6 . In the experiment, the user holds a rectangular virtual object inside a frictionless rectangular world. The user lets go of the handle and the hand is replaced by a constant force. No wall damping exists. Unlike in the simulation, initial contact with the wall is not an edgeedge contact, due to the user and controller action, as , well as the interface drift. Nevertheless, the experiment shows that contact stability improves as the passivity of the wall increases. As depicted in Figure 5 , the object bounces continuously against the marginally passive or active walls. Contact stability is achieved upon the first impact with the wall with pulse and is quickly achieved for the wall with hysteresis ( Figure 6 ). The advantage of the wall with pulse over the wall with hysteresis is that its restitution properties are more easily and intuitively adjusted. This requires choosing one coefficient of restitution instead of choosing several masses and coefficients of friction. have also been implemented on the body vertices, since they require only state information (position and velocity) regarding the local contact. In the following, these models are compared by means of experiments. All models recognize two states of a frictional contact: slip and stick. State transitions occur based on the relative sliding velocity in the classical model. The other models represent stiction as a compliance, with the peak stiction force corresponding to the peak bond strain.
Friction Models
Transition from stick to slip is driven by the strain value, while transition from slip to stick is driven by the contact sliding velocity. Simulation results for a peg pushed in a tight hole by a sinusoidal unidirectional force F are plotted in Figure 7 . The wall normal reaction is implemented as a pure stiffness with predictor-corrector force discretization. Figures 8-11 show the same scenario implemented on the interface. Initially, the user pushes the peg into the hole. When the user releases the handle, the hand force is replaced by the sinusoidal unidirectional force. Both simulation and experiment confirm that all models exhibit slip and stick. However, the classical model allows the body to accelerate even when the applied force is less than the peak stiction force: it exhibits drift that the user can feel. The driftless Dahl model and the model based on human finger pad characteristics introduce perceivable compliance during the stick phase. This might not be desirable for rendering frictional contact between rigid bodies. Thus, the reset-integrator model is considered most suited for kinesthetic feedback applications. Its damping factor allows an extra degree of freedom in designing the contact characteristics: the higher the damping, the crisper the transition between slip and stick. 
Conclusions
We have developed a system that allows the user to interact with a planar world, while observing both visual and kinesthetic feedback. The haptic controller and simulation designs have been decoupled by a passive implementation of the virtual world. The simula, tion computes environment reaction either as penalty contact forces or frictionless collision impulses. Incorporation of friction in the treatment of simultaneous collisions is under investigation. The system has been used to compare different virtual walls and friction models in terms of their passivity and rendering of the slipstick phenomenon, respectively. However, further studies should be conducted to compare these models perceptually.
In the present implementation, the simulation uses only observer-based force information from the haptic device. Future work will investigate the use of both position and force information.
